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In my best selling book, Stepping Beyond Intention, 
 
I explained how I once ran a Google search on the word “intention” and
the following were amongst the generated definitions:

Something that you want and plan to do
An act or instance of determining mentally upon some action or result
A thing intended; an aim or plan

It originates as a thought—generated from

within the mind—the experience of which

once manifested in our physical reality

(which is governed by our beliefs and

cognitive perceptions) becomes an

experience that we can then measure and

engage with our senses.
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AN  INTENTION  IN  ITS

PUREST  FORM  IS  NOT

SOMETHING  WE  CAN

TOUCH  OR  TASTE



Presentations are communication

tools that can be used as lectures,

speeches, reports, and more.

So we could say that an intention is a

thought that is deliberately curated for

the purpose of bringing about a specific

experience or outcome. To disrupt the

subconscious programs and introduce

a new pattern in our creative

experience.
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According  to  renowned  cellular  biologist  Dr .

Bruce  Lipton ,  we  run  on    subconscious  process

for  as  much  as  95% of  our  day .  When  we  set

an  intention ,  we  disrupt  the  unfolding  of

those  subconscious  processes  and  introduce

the  possibility  of  an  outcome  that  has  been

consciously  selected .



WITHOUT THIS

CONSCIOUS

DISRUPTION, THE

MIND WILL

CONTINUE TO RUN

ON OLD PROGRAMS

PLAYING OUT THE SAME
PATTERNS,  AND GETTING
THE SAME RESULTS.
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Unconscious programs should
not be given the keys to your
happiness and to enjoy a full
and abundant life

THIS  CHEAT  SHEET  IS  HERE  

to give you a quick start guide to

disrupting the program with intentions.
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By setting intentions, we are using
deliberate thought to direct the
creation and manifestation process.

If you do get the chance to check out my

book, Stepping Beyond Intention, you will

see that there is a whole section dedicated

to something called the Flow Funnel which

shows you how to create alignment all the

way through to physical experience, but for

now we are going to stick to the intention

setting process alone.
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The Intention

Setting Process
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“It is not enough that you should have a

wish to travel, see things, live more, etc.

Everybody has those desires also. If you

were going to send a wireless message

to a friend, you would not send the

letters of the alphabet in their order,

and let him construct the message for

himself; nor would you take words at

random from the dictionary. You would

send a coherent sentence; one which

meant something. When you try to

impress your wants upon Substance,

remember that it must be done by a

coherent statement; you must know

what you want, and be definite. You

can never get rich, or start the creative

power into action, by sending out

unformed longings and vague desires.” 

Wallace D Wattles



STEP 1
Where am I now? Own where you are in all of your textures,
contrasts, ugliness, beauty, and glory. No matter where you are,
know that you have the power to go somewhere else.
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STEP 2 What does my intention include? What physically or tangibly 
makes up the form of that outcome?

STEP 3 How does it feel?

STEP 3 Moving towards our intention

STEP 4 Locking in your “why”
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S T E P  1
To begin, the very first thing I want you to

think about is also the most critical

question…Where am I now? 

Many times, people go down the road of

intention without realizing that the most

crucial aspect to consider is where they

currently are in their lives. We need to

honor everything about where we are

right now; our shadows, our strengths,

and weaknesses, where we have space for

expansion, where we desire to change,

and where we desire to grow. Honoring

ourselves and our life’s journey up until

this point is what enables us to create the

right roadmap to enable the most

effective techniques, strategies, and

practices to effectively get the outcomes

we want to experience.

 

S O ,  T H E  V E R Y  F I R S T  T H I N G  I
W A N T  Y O U  T O  D O  I S  T A K E  A
C A N D I D  L O O K  A T  W H E R E  Y O U
A R E  I N  T H I S  P R E S E N T  M O M E N T .
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S T E P  2

The next step is to begin the process of

microshifting into an obvious picture of

what you want. What is a microshift, you

ask? A microshift is a set of small steps,

taken consistently, towards the direction

of a chosen outcome. In this book, we are

gently moving one baby step at a time

towards a clearer picture of what we want

our intention to be. This reduces the

pressure you place upon yourself in the

process of creating an outcome, while

exponentially increasing your likelihood to

succeed.
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Over at www.dreamwithdan.com, we are all

about working against the backdrop of

microshifting through a series of “minimum

deliverables.” These are the very least things

that we can achieve without resistance or

failure. We ask ourselves, “What step, no

matter how seemingly insignificant, can I

make now in the direction of my intention?”

Microshfiting is piecing these steps

together in a consistent way.

So, the first thing we're going to do once

we know and have accepted where we

are defines what the intention or

outcome is that we want to have. What is

the result physically made up of? How

will you get there? What will all of my

senses take in when I'm at the final

destination? Let’s break it down into five

manageable steps.



The thing about intention is we don't often enter

into the process of intention or creating an

outcome for the destination itself. Instead, there's

something that we experience inside of us when

we achieve the goal we set out for—a payoff that

we receive at the end of the road. That payoff is

something we want to feel. 

 

As an example, if I want a big house, most likely, I

don’t want a big house just for the sake of having

one. I probably want to experience what space

will feel like when it’s filled with the love and

warmth of the people I care about. I want to feel

the joy of having friends and family over for

celebrations and holidays. I don't want it for the

house—I want it for the payoff of the feelings that

it facilitates.

IF I'M LOOKING FOR A RELATIONSHIP, IT'S
NOT THE RELATIONSHIP I WANT. I DESIRE
THE FEELING OF BEING LOVED AND GIVING
LOVE, OF BEING NURTURED, RESPECTED,
CARED FOR, AND CONNECTED WITHIN THE
CONSTRUCT OF THE RELATIONSHIP.

We don't often want money for money's sake.

We want the comfort, the freedom, the feeling

of being unlimited, and ultimately the joy that

comes from the freedom of choice. Money is just

a symbol of all of that.

 

So what I want you to do now is take time to

work out how it will feel when this intention is a

part of your living experience. If you are stuck,

then for the purpose of going through these

steps and successfully following this 
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S T E P  3

formula, start again—and this time pick

something nice and easy to practice

these principles with.

 

In terms of immediate needs, practice

creating something that is not too

emotionally charged. Once you have

your desired creation locked down, you

can apply it at any time to any

intention you want to create in your

life. But as I said, for now, start nice

and light, and describe the emotions

you will feel when your creation comes

to fruition.

 

Even if it's a shadow, such as wanting

people to know that you can afford

that fancy car or fancy watch, get really

honest about what it feels like.

Remember this is just an exercise.



Now it’s time to get practical. All the

intentions in the world are useless if we

don’t do the work of creating alignment

with the intention. This is the process by

which our purpose shows up in our life. 

 

My slogan Dream With Your Eyes Open,

and my book, The Dreamer’s Manifesto,

which breaks down how to live in

alignment with this ideal, very much

reduces to the following what is

required to bring your intention to

fruition. (Later on, I will also be sharing

how you can use my Beyond Intention

paradigm with grace and ease to

employ the choice machine effectively.)

DREAM WITH
YOUR EYES

OPEN

In the context of our intention,

executing upon a purpose is about the

follow-up steps that are required as we

walk the road towards intention. This

may or may not be a direct action in

pursuit of the outcome, but I can tell

you there is no cookie-cutter approach.

 

As a result, there are some real-life

limitations as to how much I can guide

you with these few words, so I invite you

to arrange a free no-obligation call to

assess how you can make the

information in this book more

actionable and applicable in your life. 

 

You can do that by heading over to

www.dreamwithdan.com/dive now.
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